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“Lots of Ladakh”
Where are we going?
Srinagar- Kargil -Leh – Nubra Valley – Pangong Lake - Leh (9N10D)

Lets talk more about Ladakh!!!
TRAVEL
With a picturesque destination as this, travelling all along basking in its beauty is
something that even words can't describe.
STAY
It is adventure that you seek and we make sure that every single stereotype for it is
present at your request. Staying at camps in cold weather of Ladakh amidst its
beautifully daunting hills will surely quench your adventure thirst.
EXPERIENCES
The most talked about destination in India, LehLadakh offers you with everything that
you ever asked for. The only destination in India where you find Snow clad mountains,
calm and peaceful lakes, Lush green pastures, and barren deserts. It's the one stop shop
for everything you ever wanted from your travel.
FOOD
The foods at hilly regions have something special in them that keep the people fit and
energetic to survive in such places. So is the food in Ladakh, gorge on the specially
made aromatic and delicious Ladakhi delicacies along with the other known cuisines.

Time to walk through Day wise plan
DAY 01 ARRIVE SRINAGAR;-

Arrival Srinagar Airport transfer to HouseBoat a warm welcome with traditional
kashmiri Kawa as welcome drink. In the evening enjoy Shikara ride at the lake for an
hour enjoy shopping in the shikara.
DAY 02:- SRINAGAR SIGHTSEEING
After breakfast check out and proceed for the half day sightseeing of Srinagar which
include the Mughal Gardens, visiting Nishat Bagh built by Asaf Khan, the brother in- law of Jehangir in 1632 AD, and Shalimar Bagh built by Jehangir for his wife
empress Nur Jahan. Built in between a period of 14 years the two gardens are a
heritage left behind by the erstwhile Mughals, whose taste for laying exquisite
gardens was fascinating. All the gardens are situated on the banks of the Dal Lake
with the Zabarwan hills in the background.
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DAY 03: SRINAGAR TO KARGIL

Morning After breakfast leave for Kargil, by visiting Sonamarg (Known As Meadow of
Gold), cross famous Zodjila pass, Drass Village (2nd Coldest Inhabitated place in the World),
Enroute have a magnificent view of Kargil war Famous Peaks (Tiger, Tololing) from Vijay
war memorial hall site, reach Kargil by evening. Overnight stay at Kargil
DAY 04: KARGIL to LEH.

Post breakfast we drive to Lehenroute visiting Lamayuru, Belongs to Dripung Kagyu (Red
Hat). Then we drive and cross the River Indus and reach Alchi, Ladakh's most loved
monastery. Further we drive to Likir, Likirgompa situated atop a windy cliff top overlooking
the beautiful village of Likir and Confluence of The Indus AndZanskar River just after 4
from Nimmu and further to Magnetic Hill which defies the law of gravity. It has been noticed
that when a vehicle is parked on neutral gear on this metallic road the vehicle slides up and
GurudwaraPathar Sahib Nestled deep in the Himalayas, which was built by the Lamas of Leh
in 1517 to commemorate the visit of Guru Nanak Dev. Upon arrival in Leh you will met by
our representative and check in at our hotel for overnight stay
DAY 05: LEH

Today get up late and enjoy the climate of leh city.
to Leh Palace, Shanti Stupa &Leh Market. Overnight at Hotel.

Evening

Visit

DAY 06: LEH–NUBRA VALLEY VIA KHARDUNG LA 18,380 FT. (120 KMS / 4 – 5
HRS)
After breakfast we drive to Nubra Valley. The road journey from Leh to Nubra
Valley passes over Khardung La (The Highest Motorable Road In The World) at
5,602 Mtrs / 18,380 ft, around 39 km from Leh. From the pass, one can see all the way
south over the Indus valley to seemingly endless peaks and ridges of the Zanskar
range, and north to the giants of the Saser massif. Nubra Valley is popularly known
as Ldumra or the valley of flowers. It is situated in the north of Ladakh between the
Karakoram and Ladakh ranges of the Himalayas. The average altitude of the valley
is 10,000 Ft. above sea level.
Upon arrival in Nubra we check in at our Camp / Hotel in Hunder for Overnight
stay. In the evening you can walk around the tiny villages to see how the locals live
in this part of the world. A visit to a Ladakhi home can be arranged. Overnight Stay
at the Camp or Hotel.
DAY 07: NUBRA VALLEY – LEH (120 KMS / 4 – 5 HRS)
After an early breakfast we check out from the Camp and drive to Hunder where
you have opportunity to ride on a bacterian camel (double humped) amidst the sand
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dunes of this high altitude desert with snow capped mountains on the horizon.
Between Hunder and Diskit you come across sand dunes besides the road. Seen in
isolation you could well be amongst the sand dunes of the Thar Desert in Rajasthan.
It is indeed a strange sight since immediately on the left of the road are
rockymountains that characterize the Ladakhi landscape and in the distance can be
seen snow-capped mountains. On the return stop at Diskit which is the headquarter
town of Nubra Valley. Stroll around the bazaar observing the shops and local people
going about their daily chores. Diskit is famous for 515 years old Buddhist
Monastery, lying magnificently situated on a hilltop, facing the entire Valley.
Later we drive back to Leh in the late afternoon via Khardungla Top. On arrival at
Leh you will check in to your Hotel. In the afternoon you can rest and relax. In the
evening you can stroll around the market place for some last minute souvenir
shopping.
DAY 08: LEH TO PANGONG LAKE – 13,930 FT. (160 KMS / 4 - 5 HRS – ONE
WAY)
Full day trip, after early morning breakfast we leave for Pangong Lake enroute visit
Thiksey morning pooja, where one can see the monks on their daily
routine throughChangla pass (17,586 ft) world third highest motorable road in the
world. After 2 hrs of drive you reach to Changla pass, stop for a short period for
photography. Drive ascending towards Pangong reach Tangtse where you can relax
for a cup of tea/ coffee. Leaving Tangtse for Pangong you pass through few small
villages of Changthang and finally you can have a sudden view of the Pangong lake
situated at 13,930 feet. This famous high altitude Lake of Pangong is 5- 8Kms wide
and over 140 Kms long with 30 % in India and 70% in China. This large, serene lake
forms a brilliant color variation including deep blue, dark green, turquoise,etc. After
spending some time at lake drive back to Leh via same route. Overnight at hotel.
DAY 09: PANGONG LAKE TO LEH (180 KMS / 5-7 HRS)
Morning at leisure to explore the beauty of lake and later we drive back to
lehenroute visiting Hemis monasterya, the largest monastic foundation of Drukpa
Kagyut Order of Tibetan Buddhism. Drive further to Leh and check in at our hotel
for Overnight
In the evening you can stroll around the market place for some last minute souvenir
shopping.
DAY 10: DEPART LEH (FLY OUT).
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After early morning breakfast transfer to Domestic Airport to catch the flight for
your onward Destination. Fly back with the sweet memories of Ladakh.

Where will we Stay?
At Srinagar :- Deluxe Housebaots
At Kargil:- Royal Gasho/ Similar
At Leh :- Hotel Lha Ling Kha / Royal Heritage
At Nubra:-AlpineglowNubra camps /Apple Country Camps
At Pangong:-AlpineglowPangong Camp

What amount we have to pay for this mesmerizing trip?
Per Person 33999/- (With All meals and Taxes)

What do we get in this Amount?











Accommodation on Twin sharing basis.
Sightseeing & Transfers by Non Ac Tempo Traveller.
Entry Fees to all Sightseeing places.
Wildlife Fees and Red Cross Fees.
The Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development Council Fees(Ladakh Entry Fees).
Bikes available on additional cost.
Meals as per Itinerary selected
2 Bottles of packaged drinking water per person/day.
All Taxes.

Still have confusion? Say HELLO to our expert
JesalDedhia 9930750075

